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Meeting and extending customer expectations relies heavily
on the efficiency of automated systems in warehouses
where robots speed the accurate delivery of goods
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WAREHOUSE AUTOMATION
DAN BARNES

I

n the 1984 film Terminator, Arnold Schwarzenegger’s eponymous robot was a poor shopper,
requesting items not yet invented and getting combative with
the staff.
In 2016 robots are more tailored to
picking through the apples at a supermarket for a customer’s weekly
shop. However, rather than pottering about the high street, they are
found in out-of-town warehouses.
On an industrial scale they are transforming the way people buy groceries, which is at the cutting edge of
warehouse automation.
“We deliver to our customers in
one-hour slots with 95 per cent ontime accuracy and 99 per cent order
accuracy,” says Paul Clarke, head of
technology at online retailer Ocado.
“Our whole business is clocked to the
beat of that one-hour delivery drum,
all the way back to the goods being
delivered by our suppliers.”
In the 2016 annual report for the
material handling industry (MHI),
published by consultancy Deloitte
and trade association MHI, robotics and automation were cited by
most respondents (51 per cent) to
research as a technology that can be
a source of either disruption or competitive advantage.
The shift to online purchasing for
goods of every sort has transformed
the operational demands placed
upon warehouses. Smaller, more frequent orders are being placed requiring a high level of efficiency and little
room for error.
“It leads firms to intensify in the
locations they have,” says Alan Holland, director for Greater London
at property investment and development company Segro. “They
are often carrying fast-moving,
high-value goods. The challenge is
how to intensify to get more productivity from the square footage
or more multiple usages from the
same location. It throws up some
interesting options as to how firms
can intensify.”
There is some disparity in the capability firms have in automating to intensify. A few big names are leading
the field, but many firms are unable
to keep pace. In the Deloitte/MHI
report, 74 per cent of firms reported
that they did not expect to have robotics and automation introduced
into their supply chain for six or
more years.

Prototype of a Hitachi
dual-arm robot for
distribution warehouses,
which can autonomously
move to a particular
shelf and sort products

“Amazon has created a marketplace where people buy things online
and expect it the next day without
paying for that service,” says Eric
Carter, solutions architect at Indigo
Software, a warehouse management
software provider. “Lots of the small
and medium-sized enterprises in
this space frankly have processes in
the warehouse that look like anarchy
masquerading as flexibility.”

By having a lot of
robots running
around at high speed,
you can have the
goods delivered to
individual warehouse
operators
Those firms able to leverage efficiency are using it as a competitive
differentiator. The need for speed
saw retailer Argos launch a sameday delivery service in October 2015.
Amazon, which bought warehouse
robotics firm Kiva Systems in 2012 for
$775 million to acquire its small and
speedy robot inventory, also expanded its service offering in October 2015
to include fresh food deliveries to
areas of London.
Richard Kirker, solution manager
at software giant SAP, says: “As vol-

umes and fulfilment promises go up,
the need for accuracy and efficiency increases, which requires some
degree of system support in varying
degrees of automation.”
Amazon’s acquisition of Kiva,
which
developed
autonomous
mobile warehouse shelves that could
be transported in their entirety, highlights the importance that technology plays in establishing a unique
differentiation.
In August 2014, stock analyst James
Tracey of broker Redburn downgraded the stock of Ocado from buy to
sell, noting he had only identified
a single patent that it owned, with
much of its technology provided by
third parties. He suggested its warehouse capabilities could, therefore,
be replicated by other firms and the
firm’s share price subsequently fell.
Ocado reported it had 14 patents
pending at the time and the firm
was gearing up to revolutionise its
warehouse technology in 2015. By
the time it announced its annual results in February 2016, it had filed 73
patent applications.
“As a disruptor in the retail sector,
there was no template for building
our first automated warehouse back
in 2002,” says Ocado’s Mr Clarke.
“Our business is all about making
the process of shopping for groceries
online as simple and convenient as
possible for our customers.
“But that simplicity belies the
truth about the level of complexity,
data, algorithms, machine-learning
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and software that lie below the surface of the huge technology iceberg
that powers our business. Almost
all this Aladdin’s cave of technology
and software is built in-house by our
own engineers.”
The firm originally wrote all its
software in-house, but bought hardware from materials handling equipment suppliers that had to be adapted to suit the purpose of grocery
fulfilment, which is typically more
demanding than other warehousing requirements. It then upgraded
those systems as specialist technology became available and ultimately
designed the technology itself.
It worked with product design and
development firm Cambridge Consultants to develop a 4G wireless
platform that could control 1,000
robots working within 50 metres of a
base station.
“The concept was to create a system
which had stacks of crates, one on
top of the other, put within a metal
grid structure and with a swarm of
robots moving around on the upper
surface of that grid to go and fetch
items,” says Tim Ensor, head of connected devices at Cambridge Consultants. “By having a lot of robots
running around at high speed, you
can have the goods delivered to individual warehouse operators.”
It is not only the hardware that firms
are getting smarter at. By automating
the management process and identification of problems, firms can begin
to apply the operators to tackle issues
that are beyond machines so automation is applied most effectively.
“We believe there is great benefit in
automating the exceptions management process,” says Indigo Software’s
Mr Carter. “We see 2,000 orders
picked on a daily basis in numerous
sites of our network and half a dozen
of those will have a problem. There
might be a stock issue, an individual
picker issue or a break in the process
where the front office point-of-sale
system and the back-office system
have been allowed to get out of step
for whatever reason.”
With orders accepted via every
channel, from voice to online portals, and across wholesale and retail
businesses, and with suppliers providing the other side of the business with data along the same basis,
the systems needed to control the
automated process must be incredibly robust.
Shane Finlay, head of digital for
retail in the UK and Ireland at SAP,
says: “With the latest technology
innovations retailers can see goods
across all touchpoints and assemble
orders from multiple locations. For
instance, Walmart tracks goods in
transit, across multiple time zones,
during peak trading events like
Black Friday, in order to monitor
demand and reroute goods accordingly. This is something Amazon
and eBay have been doing for years,
but has been adopted by bricks-andmortar businesses.”
The cost of investing in technology,
particularly as some firms see a widening gap between their own capabilities and those that have already invested in digital automation, means
there is likely to be consolidation
of one sort or another. While competition will prevent partnerships
between some players – and most
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WIRELESS AND
MOBILE TECH
The ubiquity of mobile handsets
creates a range control and data
options for warehouse operators,
which would have required specialist
hardware several years ago. In
addition the capacity to control
hardware has been drastically
improved within the warehouse.
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AUTONOMOUS
VEHICLES
Mechanising the movement
of items offers a considerable
reduction in error rate and
cost. This encompasses not only
land-based vehicles but drones,
which Amazon in particular has
been championing as the delivery
mechanisms of the future.
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With a track record of over 70 years in the materials
handling industry, Logistex is a leading independent
solutions integrator. Not constrained by manufacturing,
Logistex integrates products from across the industry
without compromise.

SMARTER
ROBOTICS
With more flexible and mobile picking
and sorting mechanisms, warehouses
can reduce the level of manual
intervention needed. Designing the
movement paths for picking items
efficiently can cut the time taken on
each order by seconds, creating a
highly scalable infrastructure.
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THE INTERNET
OF THINGS
Putting more devices online gives
greater potential for automation and
management. Their interconnectivity
means that tracking where, what
and how a piece of equipment or a
package is doing can create a
more valuable picture of a firm’s
operations and efficiency.

Offering operational analysis, consultancy services and
bespoke solution design, the Logistex team has the
capabilities and experience to rapidly turn design concepts
into detailed, engineered solutions.
Software
Logistex’s LWS Reflex Warehouse Management
System is a flexible, scalable solution for all warehouse
operations from simple manual through to complex
automation. LWS Reflex means never having to buy
another WMS, ever.
Service

05

IMPACT OF
ANALYTICS
From the Tesco Club Card to
Amazon’s targeted recommendations,
the retail space has long dominated
the crunching of customer data
to improve sales and customer
service levels. When combined with
warehouse automation, firms can
further improve service.

firms have pushed beyond their initial product range – the requirement
for a business model that scales, but
duplicates costs, will mean utility
models of warehousing and delivery
are likely to be considered.
Mr Carter cites a number of providers in London that supply hotels
and restaurants in the centre of the
capital with very high-end products,
and are consolidating their delivery
through third parties.
He says: “There is an opportunity
for not just one player in the market,
but multiple players to invest in a
completely new way of managing
their supply chain.”
This has already begun to take root
in some areas of business. Ocado
began providing facilities for supermarket Morrisons in 2014 and this
model is expected to deliver further
growth for the firm, offering diversi-

experts in warehouse automation

Logistex can provide engineering support services to
any warehouse from ad-hoc maintenance through
to full facilities management. The hotline support
service is available 24/7 to ensure that all our customers
receive the very best service and rapid response.

ty in revenue stream by tapping into
a different market share. Mr Clarke
argues that his firm’s two existing
grocery fulfilment centres are the
largest and most evolved of their
kind in the world.
“We are now developing the Ocado
Smart Platform to provide large
bricks-and-mortar grocery retailers
around the world with a shortcut
to moving online, just as we did for
Morrisons in 2014,” he says. “This
has required us to develop our own
highly modular and scalable hardware platform for building these
automated facilities. So now we
are leading the evolution of the all
the technology, software and hardware, ourselves.”
Share this article online via
raconteur.net
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are often carrying fast-moving,
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or more multiple usages from the
same location. It throws up some
interesting options as to how firms
can intensify.”
There is some disparity in the capability firms have in automating to intensify. A few big names are leading
the field, but many firms are unable
to keep pace. In the Deloitte/MHI
report, 74 per cent of firms reported
that they did not expect to have robotics and automation introduced
into their supply chain for six or
more years.
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“Amazon has created a marketplace where people buy things online
and expect it the next day without
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Carter, solutions architect at Indigo
Software, a warehouse management
software provider. “Lots of the small
and medium-sized enterprises in
this space frankly have processes in
the warehouse that look like anarchy
masquerading as flexibility.”
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operators
Those firms able to leverage efficiency are using it as a competitive
differentiator. The need for speed
saw retailer Argos launch a sameday delivery service in October 2015.
Amazon, which bought warehouse
robotics firm Kiva Systems in 2012 for
$775 million to acquire its small and
speedy robot inventory, also expanded its service offering in October 2015
to include fresh food deliveries to
areas of London.
Richard Kirker, solution manager
at software giant SAP, says: “As vol-

umes and fulfilment promises go up,
the need for accuracy and efficiency increases, which requires some
degree of system support in varying
degrees of automation.”
Amazon’s acquisition of Kiva,
which
developed
autonomous
mobile warehouse shelves that could
be transported in their entirety, highlights the importance that technology plays in establishing a unique
differentiation.
In August 2014, stock analyst James
Tracey of broker Redburn downgraded the stock of Ocado from buy to
sell, noting he had only identified
a single patent that it owned, with
much of its technology provided by
third parties. He suggested its warehouse capabilities could, therefore,
be replicated by other firms and the
firm’s share price subsequently fell.
Ocado reported it had 14 patents
pending at the time and the firm
was gearing up to revolutionise its
warehouse technology in 2015. By
the time it announced its annual results in February 2016, it had filed 73
patent applications.
“As a disruptor in the retail sector,
there was no template for building
our first automated warehouse back
in 2002,” says Ocado’s Mr Clarke.
“Our business is all about making
the process of shopping for groceries
online as simple and convenient as
possible for our customers.
“But that simplicity belies the
truth about the level of complexity,
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and software that lie below the surface of the huge technology iceberg
that powers our business. Almost
all this Aladdin’s cave of technology
and software is built in-house by our
own engineers.”
The firm originally wrote all its
software in-house, but bought hardware from materials handling equipment suppliers that had to be adapted to suit the purpose of grocery
fulfilment, which is typically more
demanding than other warehousing requirements. It then upgraded
those systems as specialist technology became available and ultimately
designed the technology itself.
It worked with product design and
development firm Cambridge Consultants to develop a 4G wireless
platform that could control 1,000
robots working within 50 metres of a
base station.
“The concept was to create a system
which had stacks of crates, one on
top of the other, put within a metal
grid structure and with a swarm of
robots moving around on the upper
surface of that grid to go and fetch
items,” says Tim Ensor, head of connected devices at Cambridge Consultants. “By having a lot of robots
running around at high speed, you
can have the goods delivered to individual warehouse operators.”
It is not only the hardware that firms
are getting smarter at. By automating
the management process and identification of problems, firms can begin
to apply the operators to tackle issues
that are beyond machines so automation is applied most effectively.
“We believe there is great benefit in
automating the exceptions management process,” says Indigo Software’s
Mr Carter. “We see 2,000 orders
picked on a daily basis in numerous
sites of our network and half a dozen
of those will have a problem. There
might be a stock issue, an individual
picker issue or a break in the process
where the front office point-of-sale
system and the back-office system
have been allowed to get out of step
for whatever reason.”
With orders accepted via every
channel, from voice to online portals, and across wholesale and retail
businesses, and with suppliers providing the other side of the business with data along the same basis,
the systems needed to control the
automated process must be incredibly robust.
Shane Finlay, head of digital for
retail in the UK and Ireland at SAP,
says: “With the latest technology
innovations retailers can see goods
across all touchpoints and assemble
orders from multiple locations. For
instance, Walmart tracks goods in
transit, across multiple time zones,
during peak trading events like
Black Friday, in order to monitor
demand and reroute goods accordingly. This is something Amazon
and eBay have been doing for years,
but has been adopted by bricks-andmortar businesses.”
The cost of investing in technology,
particularly as some firms see a widening gap between their own capabilities and those that have already invested in digital automation, means
there is likely to be consolidation
of one sort or another. While competition will prevent partnerships
between some players – and most
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are likely to be considered.
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capital with very high-end products,
and are consolidating their delivery
through third parties.
He says: “There is an opportunity
for not just one player in the market,
but multiple players to invest in a
completely new way of managing
their supply chain.”
This has already begun to take root
in some areas of business. Ocado
began providing facilities for supermarket Morrisons in 2014 and this
model is expected to deliver further
growth for the firm, offering diversi-
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Argos employee
monitors goods on an
automated production
line at the retailer’s
distribution centre in
Staffordshire

Hi-tech software to
win back customers
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DELIVERY
TRACKING

60
%

A

mazon’s efficiency and
scale have made it such a
force that competing has
not been an easy task for
even the largest retailers.
The vast marketplace company has
significantly heightened what web
shoppers demand, in terms of product availability and ease of purchase,
and has a powerful position in what
Capgemini and online retail industry
association IMRG have calculated as
a £114-billion UK online market.
Amazon’s slick warehouse processes, stock control and delivery
have given it a major edge. Customers want regular updates on their
orders and the company does exactly that. Recently, it stepped up its

game by offering same-day delivery
on many products.
The sophistication of even Amazon’s largest competitors is much
more mixed. In the lead up to Christmas, 48 per cent of online shoppers
said their deliveries from various
companies were late or never arrived,
according to research by software
firms JDA and Centiro. The frustration is driving them to take their
business elsewhere.
Retailers are turning to sophisticated technology in order to tackle
these problems and regain a foothold
against their rivals. Supply chain
modelling tools allow them to test
different supply chain set-ups, and to
optimise for fast-changing customer
and manufacturer expectations.
Among the more advanced companies, Argos and Homebase, which
have complex supply chains consist-
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DELIVERY
LEO KING

PERCENTAGE OF
CONSUMERS WHO
AGREED WITH
THESE STATEMENTS

77%

Source: Royal Mail 2015
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ing of tens of thousands of products,
use such tools to test supply and distribution modifications before they
roll them out.
Many businesses combine this
modelling with demand forecasting
software, in order to predict when
stock is needed, and to cut their
dead inventory. Walmart, the world’s
largest retailer, has invested heavily
here, improving its forecasting and
even analysing social media so it can
hold more relevant product levels in
each store.
At the same time, the supermarket
chain has used the systems to reduce
its out-of-stock products in store
by 16 per cent. This is particularly
important given that an unavailability of products is the top reason
for losing customers at nearly half
of bricks-and-mortar retailers, according to research by Planet Retail
and Wipro.
Careful management of the supply
chain
is
also
highly
important
in fashion, where
product lines are
switched
rapidly.
At online retailer
Asos, where annual
sales crossed the
£1-billion mark last
year, a full suite of
customer demand
forecasting, inventory tracking and
sales software is
being rolled out to
support
international expansion.
Meanwhile,
clothes retailer Zara
predicts demand at
each store to inform its own production and to line up twice-weekly shop
deliveries. By stocking limited quantities of each product in store, it has
the ability simultaneously to maintain an image of exclusivity and frequently switch to new clothing lines.
All of this planning only represents
half the high-tech change. During
actual manufacturing and distribution, real-time tracking of goods is
essential for businesses in knowing
where their products are. Source
tagging, in which an item is fitted
with an electronic label or radio-frequency identification tag, feeds into
software that shows accurate levels
of inventory.
Food company Del Monte has
implemented the technology for a
real-time view of products across
its entire supply chain, through air,
sea and road networks. It also uses
the data to inform modelling of
future distribution.

For retailers, similar tracking initiatives exist, but they become
more complex when both stores and
online operations are involved. Research by JDA and PwC found globally three- quarters of chains still run
the operations separately, hindering
their total view of stock. Companies
such as John Lewis and Home Depot
have merged the two.
The need for efficient product
movement to stores and customers’
homes is prompting additional investment, and the delivery business
itself is improving this transport “last
mile”. UPS has invested heavily to
provide exact information on where
every parcel is on a journey and DHL
is using artificial intelligence to improve its processes. Even Google has
its own fast-delivery service in parts
of the United States.
Online retailers are experimenting with offering their own forms
of getting products to customers.
Argos draws from
its new end-to-end
sophistication
–
warehouse
automation, forecasting and a real-time
visibility of stock
– to offer same and
next-day delivery.
Not
all
store
chains will aim
to steal Amazon’s
market share, but
many would be wise
to ask themselves
how important it
is to compete with
each other using
fast delivery. If they
pursue this route,
according to Planet Retail, they need
to have well-placed warehouses and
stores, smart product tracking, and
to consider working with shuttle delivery firms and local locker companies to draw closer to customers.
Whatever the size of retailer, having
access to real-time actionable information across their entire supply
chain creates the basis for more flexible, reliable and integrated web and
store services, and it helps keep customers in the loop.
In order to exist alongside firms
with the scale of Amazon and Walmart, companies must consider investing in supply chain modelling,
forecasting, tracking and improved
delivery wherever they recognise realistic competitive gain. Their sales
will depend on it.

Companies
must consider
investing in supply
chain modelling,
forecasting,
tracking and
improved delivery
wherever they
recognise realistic
competitive gain

Consumers have high expectations around product availability
and the online experience so retailers must develop an efficient,
visible supply chain to meet these needs
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BIG DATA, BIG DECISIONS: GETTING IT RIGHT
Over the last few years, interest in supply chain analytics has increased among manufacturers and logistics firms. But few
are reaping the benefits of this important element of the big data revolution. So what is the hidden potential and how can
organisations exploit it?

B

ig data analytics has permeated
every aspect of business life
with all sectors affected by a
technology that is revolutionising the
way in which companies understand
their customers’ behaviour and
adapt their operations accordingly.
The market intelligence service IDC
forecasts the big data technology
and services market growing at a
CAGR of 23.1 per cent between
2014 and 2019 with annual spending
reaching $48.6 billion in 2019.
According to research from
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, companies that use it
enjoy productivity and profitability
that is 5 to 6 per cent higher than
that of their peers.
For many, though, the way big
data is being used means it still isn’t
providing business leaders with all
the insights and useful information
that it could do. A report by Bain &
Company found that only 4 per cent
of companies are using it properly.
Certainly this is true for many
players managing complex supply
chains, according to Rob van
Egmond, chief executive of Quintiq,
a leading provider of supply chain
planning and optimisation software.
He has encountered too many
business leaders who are looking at
analytics back to front, focussing on
the huge quantities of data available
rather than thinking about what they
want to achieve with it.

“We’re educating companies,
helping them to understand that
the key to success is not about
processing, or even analysing,
large volumes of data,” he says.
“Business leaders need to start
using analytics technology not just
to learn, see or understand, but to
make better decisions. We say that
it’s not about big data; it’s about
big decisions. When you focus on
overcoming business challenges,
you can analyse the relevant data
to produce the necessary insights,
giving your decisions a much
stronger foundation.

We say that it’s not
about big data; it’s about
big decisions
“Used properly, analytics allows
you to model what is actually
happening in the supply chain. Realtime operational data allows you to
make decisions and plans based on
the current reality, rather than just
the assumptions or observations of
people within the company.”
This holistic overview allows
for better decision-making. For
example, managers can decide

whether to accept an order or
not and avoid either taking one
that the company cannot fulfil,
thereby damaging its reputation,
or refusing one which it could, in
fact, handle – a decision that could
result in lost revenue.
Very importantly, it can also be
used to forecast demand and other
factors. “Supply chain management
is all about making predictions and
then making the right decisions
based on what you’ve predicted,”
says Mr van Egmond. “Getting this
right means that you’ll be able to run
a lean and effective organisation.”
In a recent survey of Quintiq’s
customers, nearly three quarters
of respondents agreed that supply
chain analytics’ value lies in its ability
to deliver increasingly accurate
demand forecasts. Those forecasts
are accurate because of a deep, wide
understanding of the data, and it’s
increasingly accurate thanks to the
application of machine-learning,
which increases the system’s
understanding over time.
As “now culture” becomes the
norm, customers expect to be able
to place an order in the morning
and receive their goods that same
day. Mr van Egmond points to how
supply chain analytics, combined
with optimisation, is improving
the reliability and profitability of
same-day delivery for Quintiq’s
customers in retail.

“For same-day delivery to be
good business, retailers need to
understand precisely when and
where demand will come from and
how they can meet it,” he says.
“You can then steer your customer
– with dynamic pricing – towards
that time of day at which you know
that you can deliver efficiently
on an optimal route. Supply chain
analytics combined with real-time
optimisation is essential as the
supply chain speeds up and there’s
less time for discussion or typical
human decision-making processes.”
Founded in 1997 by five
computer programmers, Quintiq
has grown rapidly and today global
organisations across 80 countries
use the company’s services to
plan and optimise their workforce,
logistics and production. In postal
logistics, it supports the distribution
of more than a million parcels
worldwide every day.
A key element of its philosophy
is Quintiq’s single platform. “We’ve
seen too many products in the
analytics sector that either focus on
the manufacturing or the logistics
and leave it up to the company to
somehow integrate the two,” says Mr
van Egmond. Built to fit any business
model, the Quintiq platform covers
both manufacturing and logistics,
supporting business leaders in
making decisions that benefit the
business as a whole.
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The Decision Value Spectrum illustrates the journey from big data to big decisions. Starting from static data storage, you then employ business intelligence or ERP to turn meaningless data into
information and knowledge. As you move into decision support and real-time optimisation with a supply chain planning and optimisation solution, you get the insights necessary to make big decisions

Exciting new developments include
the use of artificial intelligence and
machine-learning, both of which are
offering continuous improvements on
the shop floor as well as predictions
into what might happen to a supply
chain in the future. With analytics,
companies will soon offer differential
and thus individualised pricing, Mr
van Egmond believes.
“When you book a flight, you
notice a variation in prices and this,
of course, depends on demand.
The same idea can also offer real
advantages to businesses,” he
says. “For instance, whether it’s
manufacturing or logistics, you can
reduce your price when demand is
low and increase it when demand
picks up. You might offer a customer
a lower price if they can wait a few
days for their order to be delivered
because you know you’ll have
capacity to spare then. But you can
only do this if you have an accurate
view of your supply chain and know
how the market is going to behave.”
Not only does effective supply chain
analytics offer significant competitive
advantages, but implementing it
is cheaper and faster than many
enterprise resource planning suites.
The majority of customers can start
by simply looking at the bottlenecks
in their supply chain and benefit by
initially focusing resources on these,
says Mr van Egmond. The benefits, he
explains, can be realised within a twoto-three-month time frame.
“We find that with a lot of
customers, these savings can
then be used to finance future
investment and improvements,”
he says. “Used correctly, supply
chain management analytics offers
companies huge benefits both now
– and in the future.”
For more information please visit
www.quintiq.com

